176.]	PARTIAL DIFFERENTIA!  EQUATIONS.	£87
It may happen that we have more than a single differential
equation relating1 to the same set of variables; for instance we
might have two equations between z, a?, y, p, q. In this case the
two equations could he solved and from them values of p and a in
terms of at, y and z could be deduced ; these could he substituted
in the equation
dz — yd® + qdy,
and we should thus obtain a total differential equation. Similarly
in the case of n independent variables n equations would be suffi-
cient and necessary to determine j\} pt2,	,j»tt; these n equations
would then be considered as furnishing a total differential equation.
"When the number of equations ia less than the number of partial
diiferential coefficients and therefore of course less than the
number of independent variables, we are not able to deduce from
them a total, differential equation ; usually we have only a single
equation given and \ve then call it a partial differential equation.
As in the ea.se of ordinary differential equations, the integration
of the equation is the derivation of all the values of z which when
substituted in the differential equation render it an identity.
ClassiJiGcMion of Integrals.
 177.	Before indicating methods of integration and giving such
classes of equatiom as arc   eanily integrable, it is necessary to
classify the different kin da of integrals of a partial differential
equation and to prove that l>hc classes include all possible integrals
of the equation.    For perfect generality the propositions should
be proved for an equation involving n variables, but the proofs are
given for an equation involving- only three variables; this limita-
tion has the advantage of shortening the equations and of lessening
their number, while the slightest consideration will shew that it
is possible  to pass  to the general  case  without any essential
difficulties of analysis.
 178.	Suppose that we have between z, #x, #fl, #?B a relation of
the form
/(*, alt 0tt, 0ft, av %, aj = 0	(1),

